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Abstract 

This paper traces the deconstruction of the idea of masculinity in Toni Morrison’s 

Sula. The paper also traces the impact of racism and the subsequent trauma on the inhabitants 

of the Bottom of Paradise.  
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Toni Morrison’s engagement with the lived lives of the African American community 

is visible through her novels. She sees all her characters as bonded to and shaped by history.  

Again, it is not that her characters are visible agents or elite leaders of this history. They are 

almost without exception ordinary individuals and are not conscious of their participation in 

history. But they live history in the sense that the very material conditions in which they live 

are products of history, more specifically the racialised history.  

To cite an example the black community in the novel Sula (1973) finds its destiny 

shaped by its location which itself is determined by the racialist history. It is located on the 

higher hilly region while the white community lives down below. (This is reversed towards 

the end of the novel when the whites discover their preference to build houses overlooking 
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the valley and the river.) The initial sections of the novel provide an ironical, semi-mythical 

description of the origin of the Bottom of Paradise settlement of the black community. The 

white master who had promised to give the black slave land for labour is reluctant to part 

with it. He therefore ‘gives away’ the hilly region which is originally uninhabitable and also 

vulnerable to extreme changes in climate. The white master also claims that he has given 

away a virtual paradise to the blacks because the location is the Bottom of Paradise.  

The narrator’s tongue in cheek comment is that it gave the opportunity to the black 

community to look down upon the whites who lived below. Two things need to be noted in 

the devastating ironical origin myth. One, it is a comment on the realities behind the myth of 

the American frontier. The reality is that the white master forces the blacks to push into the 

frontier, make it inhabitable and then claim it for his own.  The other is the deprivation and 

struggle to which the black community is subjected by such material conditions. The black 

community inhabiting the Bottom of Paradise is severely constricted by these material 

conditions. It can never raise itself beyond a subsistence level economy and its men and 

women depend on wage labour.  

As the story proceeds (chronologically from 1920 to 1965) even this source of 

livelihood is threatened when the tunnel work is given to white labourers. The community is 

also devastated by the disastrous climate changes. The severe snowfall and the following 

summer the absence of rain bring disease, hunger and destruction to the community. On 

Suicide Day the community expresses its anger and collective frustration by marching to the 

half-dug tunnel work and to destroy the project which has no place for its labour. 

Unfortunately, the protest ends in disaster with the majority of the blacks getting killed inside 

the tunnel.  

It is such material conditions which have made the black community narrow and 

timid. Sula who returns to the place after ten years finds the community an easy target for her 
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sexual and moral experimentation. She is definitely neither a rebel nor a reformer. She is 

depicted as an amoral cold experimenter who seems to be motivated by ‘curiosity’ the same 

curiosity which made her watch her mother getting burnt to death. But the point to be noted is 

that the community is vulnerable to her power and manipulation because it has been shaped 

by the material conditions with in turn have made it morally timid and hypocritical. The 

extreme evidence of the force of the material conditions is the grandmother of Sula who is 

believed to have deliberately lost one leg in an “accident” only to claim insurance from the 

rail company to support her children. The grandmother is depicted as an abnormally 

psychopathic and perverted individual who kills her son Plum by pouring kerosene over him 

and burning him to death. One of the reasons is that the son has returned as a failure and a 

misfit. Similarly most of the men in the community are frustrated by the material conditions 

which are determined by racialism. Jude, Nel’s husband marries her in order to assuage his 

masculinity hurt by the denial of work because he is black.  

Like many men in the community Jude has made his victimisation a justification for 

his behaviour and relationship with women. Sula makes a virulent attack on this 

psychological aspect before going on to seduce Jude and destroy Nel’s family life. It is easy 

to miss the importance of the material conditions by focussing exclusively on Sula’s amoral, 

wilful acts of destruction. She picks and chooses especially those vulnerabilities caused by 

the racist history. A small but significant detail of this history is the manner in which the 

black veterans of the war are ignored by the white society and are pushed back to wage 

labour after the War. 

Sula, meanwhile, experiments with her self and her subjectivity. She has also been 

shaped by traumatic incidents of her childhood. One is overhearing her mother’s remark that 

she does not like Sula. The simple comment causes a psychological trauma because Sula 

feels that her mother has erased her identity. The other incident is when accidentally she 
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becomes responsible for the drowning of a little child. The fear that someone may have seen 

the incident also traumatises her. It seems as though she is deprived of a self and so begins to 

invent a new self or subjectivity for herself. Her seduction of the men of the community only 

to discard them later, has nothing to do with nymphomania. She experiments with them 

mainly to prove how easy it is to do so and also to destroy the falseness on which husband-

wife relationships are built in the community.  

Both the invincibility of the males and the ‘power’ of the women over their men are 

destroyed with one stroke. It is not clear whether Sula does it programmatically or if there is 

an odd kink in her personality. As a child, she exhibits a strange indifference and non-

involvement when she is participating in or witnessing an incident of suffering or violence. 

Perhaps it is because of the influence of the strange incidents which have scarred her family. 

Her grandmother is believed to have put one of her legs under the train to claim insurance. 

She also douses her own son with kerosene and then sets him ablaze, killing him.  

Her explanation given years later to her daughter is that her son, a grown up man was 

trying to get back into her womb and she had ‘no place for him’. When Sula’s mother asks 

her whether she loved her children she says that she was too busy trying to keep them alive. 

Sula’s mother herself has a number of sexual encounters with men who visit her. All these 

factors have made Sula to consciously alienate herself from the community in Bottom. She 

feels the community is a ‘long drawn disease’.  

She seeks total separation from the community and her independence. In creating the 

character of Sula, Morrison is examining a possible new subjectivity for the black woman. 

However negatively Sula is portrayed, she is a rebel against the African American tradition of 

veneration of the community. The strong bonding with the community can also mean 

containment of individuality. It can also mean that the individual is forced to live in the 

prison house of the community’s social, ethical and sexual codes.  
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The novel Sula provides sufficient details of these codes of the community. They are 

certainly not conducive to individual freedom. The community itself consists of many 

individuals who have experienced deep frustration and failure. Unemployed war veterans, 

young men devoid of work and housewives shrill with anger and men and women seeking 

relief in sexual encounters people the community in Bottom. It is this community which Sula 

opposes through her eccentric acts of rebellion. She strongly opposes young men 

complaining about their victimisation as blacks. She also opposes the sham middle class 

values which the community considers sacrosanct. 

However Sula does not have the emotional or the intellectual resources to become a 

genuine rebel. Nor does she have anything resembling her private code of ethics. Therefore 

her actions appear to be random and irresponsible. She does not feel anything other than a 

little puzzlement when she sees her friend Nel shattered by her seduction of Nel’s husband. 

There seems to be a childish selfishness in Sula’s actions especially when she feels puzzled at 

people’s reactions to her irresponsible actions.  

Morrison creates a complex texture in Sula making the reader’s sympathies oscillate 

from the individual to the community. While Sula the individualist rebel unmasks the 

hypocrisy of the community, she is herself shown to suffer from her alienation from the 

community. Her isolation leads to her decline and she dies, shunned by the community and 

unable to find moorings in her own self. Madhu Dubey in her excellent analysis of Sula 

describes Sula’s attempt to break the monotonous temporality of the community in Bottom 

and to attempt a ‘free fall’. 

Sula rejects the old image of blacks as victims and reaches for an identity free of the 

past racial oppression. In fact, the temporal opposition of black nationalist discourse is 

enacted in the novel’s opposition of Sula and the black community. While Sula 

perceives the present moment as pure possibility, the black community of the Bottom 
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clings to an absolute static vision of the past...Preserving their victim status protects 

them from the rigours of creating a new identity free of their oppressive past....Sula’s 

conception of time as a medium of ceaseless change gives rise to her sense of self as 

sheer risk and imaginative possibility; Sula dares ‘the free fall’, creates herself anew 

every moment. (1998: 75-76) 

Madhu Dubey is also right in trying to relate Sula’s deconstruction of the notions of 

masculinity in Bottom to the opposition to the ideology of Black Nationalism which was also 

constructed on masculinist paradigms. (73) She argues that Black Nationalism was 

constructed on a universalist framework and was blind to the issue of gender. The white 

stereotype of nationalism as a masculine project seems to have percolated into the emergent 

Black Nationalist ideology too. It is this which Toni Morrison attempts to deconstruct by 

creating characters like Sula and Jadine in Tar Baby. The new African American woman is 

imagined in opposition to the masculinist and patriarchal paradigms on which Black Power 

and Black Nationalist movements were constructed. As argued earlier, it would be too far-

fetched to consider Sula as a conscious rebel or to interpret her acts as acts of resistance. But 

it would also be wrong to ignore her as a figure of opposition. She is in her own odd way, 

able to question the two dominant revered notions of the African American community – the 

supremacy of the male and the supremacy of the community. We should also note the manner 

in which Toni Morrison returns to this opposition to the dominant notions. 

 In Paradise the ‘loose’ women considered freaks by the Ruby men go on to create a 

female community which provides shelter and succour to women who suffer from the cruelty 

and oppression of men. They create a retreat for women who need at least a temporary respite 

from the routine patriarchal oppression. It is not surprising that the Ruby men see the female 

community as the most dangerous threat to their all-black Ruby community. As the novel 

describes in great detail the proud Ruby community is built on uninterrogated male centric 
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notions of purity and honour. Ruby men who are themselves profligate in their sexual 

behaviour also impose strict codes on women. So oppressive is the male dominant 

community that the Convent offers the relief of ‘malelessness’ to the women who seek shelter 

there. While the women who come together in the Convent gradually create a sense of 

community for themselves, Sula remains the isolated individual rebel. She is also solipsistic 

in her total indifference to the others. In Sula Toni Morrison seems to be testing the limits of 

individualism even while constructing a critique of community 

The preceding analysis of the material conditions of the African American community 

as portrayed in Sula is an attempt to show how the psychological and moral issues which 

seem to be central to Toni Morrison’s novels are shown by her as powerfully determined by 

the material history of the black community. What distinguishes Toni Morrison is her ever 

present awareness that individual actions, even the most complex and subtle psychological 

ones, are determined by history. Therefore, one has to look into the workings of history in the 

novels of Toni Morrison which may not appear to predominantly address the history of the 

black community. 

An outstanding quality of Toni Morrison’s fiction is the manner in which it subjects 

the African American community to deep scrutiny, to self-examination as it were. As pointed 

out earlier it eschews the satirical mode and also avoids facile attacks on the white 

community. Instead of stereotypically treating the black community as merely the victim of 

racism, her fiction examines how racism dehumanises it and creates vulnerabilities which 

bring suffering. Her fiction is an honest record of the African American community’s 

dialogue with itself. It leaves us with no doubt at all that the unspeakable horrors perpetrated 

on the community throughout history are responsible for its suffering. It is not only in a slave 

narrative like Beloved that these horrors are reconstructed. Almost every novel has a 

traumatic experience for which racism is responsible.  
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